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FOOTPATH FROM LOS CANARIOS TO ZAMORA CHICA BEACH.

Total height: 6,24 km.
Accumulated ascending level: 697mt.
Duration: 2 hours (one way)
Dificulty : moderated.

Description of the hiking path.

Starting Point : Los Canarios (715mt)

 

To come back to Los Canarios, we have two options. To take the
Bus, we have to walk another kilometer towards the Hotel La Palma
Princess. There, we can take bus line 23 
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And the other options:

     
  

112From Plaza Minerva (Tourist Office), we turn left along the main 
road up to 1 km away to reach the beautiful neighborhood of La 
Fajana and from here, we begin to descend along an old path that 
was used to reach both coastal areas for fishing and high areas for 
grazing, to travel along other roads to other towns or to collect water 
from existing natural sources

In this area, we can see varied vegetation, such as tajinastes, 
red bejeques, vinagreras, etc. We go down until we reach the 
asfalt road and we continue descending between houses of 
typical Canarian architecture, where we see small cultivated 
terraces. We pass near the Cruz de La Gorona where every 
third of May, it is decorated with silk fabrics and flowers. 
Continuing to descend, we begin to find large-scale 
cultivation areas such as banana plantations, which is the 
main economic source of the island. At an altitude of 320 
meters, we leave the urban area of   Las Indias behind and we 
go west by dirt track, reaching the southwest coast of the 
island. Looking towards the coast, we see a great hotel, a 4-
star resort built in 2004. We continue descending towards the 
coastal platform and among banana trees until we reach the 
beach. Integral Marine Reserve. On this south-southwest 
coastline, we have a large marine reserve, created to preserve 
both the flora and the marine fauna of the island. Here, we 
can snorkel at the Zamora Chica beach.

Monday to Friday Saturday, Sunday and Bank 
Holidays.

In case of emergency:

Let's respect the natural environment, please!

Taxi Service of Fuencaliente: +34639-357-989/+34629-077-116/
+34664477-303/+34685-791-647/+34686-553-792

Characteristics:Medium altitude path where you can walk 
through the main urban areas of Los Canarios and Las Indias with 
areas of a rich variety of landscapes. It is recommended to bring 
comfortable clothing, walking sticks, a hat, sunscreen, water and 
food 
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